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Education

Skills Experience

Profile

MEASI Academy of Architecture

Bachelor of Architecture

-BArch, Interior Design

Contact

hey@thaneem.com
Email

+91 94454 42003
Phone No.

Chennai, Tamilnadu
Location

Thaneem.com
Website

User Research

Wireframing

Information Architecture

Interaction Design

Visual Design

Problem-Solving

Collaboration

Creativity

Empathy

Adaptability

Repair Lab

Self Employed

IH Group Corporate

Matyoc Labs

Employer Grants

Before founding Employer Grants, I was the COO of Repair Lab, a 
startup that specializes in fixing everything from busted laptops to 
shattered phone screens. I started out as the resident repair guru, 
but quickly moved up the ranks to manage the team and deliver 
top-notch customer service.

During my stint as a freelance architect, I honed my design prowess 
and project management abilities. Working closely with clients, I 
translated their visions into innovative architectural concepts. From 
inception to execution, I delivered tailored and exceptional solutions 
that brought their ideas to life.

During my stint as a freelance architect, I honed my design prowess 
and project management abilities. Working closely with clients, I 
translated their visions into innovative architectural concepts. From 
inception to execution, I delivered tailored and exceptional solutions 
that brought their ideas to life.

As a graphic designer at Matyoc Labs, I created visually stunning 
designs for logos and UI, while also exploring other design fields. I 
gained valuable experience in design thinking, project management, 
and collaborating with cross-functional teams. It was an exciting and 
rewarding opportunity to grow both professionally and creatively.

As the CEO of Employer Grants, I gained expertise in grant 
acquisition, strategic planning, team management, and client 
relations. I utilized my architecture background and tech skills to 
help US businesses secure funding and achieve their goals.

2016-2021

Sep ‘21-Feb ’23

Sep ‘21-Jan ’23

Nov ‘22-Jan ’23

Mar ‘22-Aug ’23

Feb ‘23-Present

Co-Founder, COO

Freelance Architect

Junior Architect

Graphic Designer

CEO

I’m an Architect turned UX designer passionate about 
crafting exceptional experiences through aesthetics and 
user-centric design. Also a Creative problem solver with a 
keen eye for detail, bringing innovation, empathy, and a 
unique perspective to every project.

Languages

English -     Fluent

Urdu -     Fluent

Tamil -     Fluent

Hindi -     Fluent

Arabic -     Reading


